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Identifying the movements of those around us is fundamental for
many daily activities, such as recognizing actions, detecting predators, and interacting with others socially. A key question concerns
the neurobiological substrates underlying biological motion perception. Although the ventral “form” visual cortex is standardly activated by biologically moving stimuli, whether these activations are
functionally critical for biological motion perception or are epiphenomenal remains unknown. To address this question, we examined
whether focal damage to regions of the ventral visual cortex, resulting in significant deficits in form perception, adversely affects biological motion perception. Six patients with damage to the ventral
cortex were tested with sensitive point-light display paradigms. All
patients were able to recognize unmasked point-light displays and
their perceptual thresholds were not significantly different from
those of three different control groups, one of which comprised
brain-damaged patients with spared ventral cortex (n > 50). Importantly, these six patients performed significantly better than patients
with damage to regions critical for biological motion perception. To
assess the necessary contribution of different regions in the ventral
pathway to biological motion perception, we complement the behavioral findings with a fine-grained comparison between the lesion
location and extent, and the cortical regions standardly implicated in
biological motion processing. This analysis revealed that the ventral
aspects of the form pathway (e.g., fusiform regions, ventral extrastriate body area) are not critical for biological motion perception. We
hypothesize that the role of these ventral regions is to provide enhanced multiview/posture representations of the moving person
rather than to represent biological motion perception per se.
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several motion-sensitive areas as critical for biological motion
perception, including the posterior superior temporal sulcus
(pSTS) and ventral premotor cortex (vPMC) (11, 15–17), given
that a sustained or transient lesion to these regions impairs
biological motion perception. However, whether form-sensitive
regions in the ventral “form” visual pathway [for example, the
extrastriate body area (EBA) (18–20) in the lateral occipital
cortex], which are consistently activated in response to biological motion in neuroimaging studies, play a critical role in
biological motion perception remains unknown.
PLDs constitute ideal stimuli with which to explore whether the
engagement of the ventral visual cortex is necessary for biological
motion perception, as these displays permit the presentation of
recognizable body movements while dissociating them from
“classic ventral” form cues, such as contour, surface, shape, texture, and color. As such, PLDs are thought to depict dynamic body
and action information solely via motion cues. To the extent that
the ventral form pathway is involved in PLD perception, this
cannot be attributed to processing classic ventral form cues. Even
in the absence of classic form cues, however, moving PLDs convey
coarse form information of the dynamic body, and investigating
the structure of the articulated body that can be retrieved from the
coherent movement of the dots has been a central driving motivation in biological motion research (e.g., refs. 21–27). This approach has been true since the pioneering work of Johansson (7),
and therefore, unsurprisingly, these displays have often been
termed biological structure-from-motion or form-from-motion. In
light of the above, whether the processes supporting biological
motion perception—in the absence of classic form cues—critically
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erception of the movements of other peoples’ bodies is fundamental to our daily interactions (e.g., motor learning,
social interactions, anticipating actions of others), and is sufficiently
robust so as to succeed even under suboptimal conditions [e.g.,
poor illumination and even partial occlusion (1–6)]. A clear demonstration of the resilience of this ability is the ease with which
people recognize biological motion from point-light displays
(PLDs) that consist of only a small set of moving points that mark
joints on the body (7), (Fig. 1A, Left). These stimuli appear to naïve
observers as a set of incoherent dots when static, but evoke a vivid
percept of a moving person when in motion. Observers are able to
infer movement information, such as the motion or direction of the
figure, in these impoverished PLDs even under conditions of
masking, added noise (8–11), or night driving (3, 4, 12).
Examination of the neural correlates of the perception of body
movement reveals a widespread cortical network (13). Because
biological motion perception, in natural vision or in PLDs, involves both form and motion perception (14), unsurprisingly,
cortical regions associated with both form and motion perception
are activated. It is unclear, however, whether all of these brain
areas contribute causally to the perception of biological motion.
Neuropsychological studies in patients and transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) studies in normal observers have identified
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Perceiving the movements of people around us is critical for many
daily skills (from detecting threats to social interactions) and
involves both form and motion perception. Even though the
“form” visual pathway is standardly activated by biological motion stimuli, it is unknown whether this pathway’s integrity is
critical for the perception of biological motion. Here, we examined
whether damage to different aspects of the form pathway affects
biological motion perception. Individuals with lesions to the ventral aspects of this pathway evinced normal biological motion
perception despite their impairments in form perception. Our
counterintuitive findings indicate that biological motion can be
perceived and processed normally even when the ability to perceive the form or the actor executing the movements is impaired.
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Fig. 1. Biological motion perception: Exp. 1 paradigm and results. (A, Left)
Static snapshots from the unmasked PLDs presented in the action recognition phase; participants were required to verbally describe the display.
(Right) To determine perceptual thresholds, two masked PLDs embedded in
noise points were presented simultaneously, one on the right and one on
the left, one containing a biological movement (here on the left), and the
other a spatially scrambled version of that movement. The task was to
determine which side contained the moving human figure. The noise
points were added adaptively according to individual performance
(Methods). (B) Individual perceptual thresholds (y axis) of the ventral visual
patients and the three control groups against age (x axis). Perceptual
thresholds represent the number of noise points that can be tolerated
while performing at 82% accuracy (more noise points correspond to better
performance). Each ventral patient was not significantly different from any
of the control groups, and performed similarly to or better than the brain
damaged controls with spared ventral cortex (11) (Table 2). (C) Ventral visual patients’ performance was significantly better than that of braindamaged controls (11) whose lesions invaded regions critical for biological
motion perception (pSTS, vPMC). (D) Response times (y axis) as recorded
during the experiment plotted against age (x axis). Response times are
not very informative as instructions did not require speeded responses
(participants were able to respond leisurely and take breaks). Response
times of the brain-damaged control group were not available. Ventral
visual patients’ response times (apart from EC) (Results) were not significantly slower than those of their age-matched controls.
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depend on the form computations of the form visual pathway still
remains unknown (20, 28–30).
One way to address this issue is to study whether damage to the
ventral “form” visual pathway affects the perception of biological
motion. The predictions are straightforward: if ventral stream integrity and ventral form representations are necessary for the
perception of biological motion, then individuals with form perception deficits following damage to the ventral visual cortex [including damage to specific areas implicated in biological motion
processing or areas implicated in body form perception (e.g., the
EBA) (18–20)], should be impaired at perceiving biological motion.
To examine this hypothesis, we tested a group of six patients with
form perception deficits following a circumscribed lesion to the
ventral visual cortex in adulthood (Table 1). Using PLDs and
paradigms that are successful in detecting biological motion perceptual deficits following brain damage (11, 17), we measured the
patients’ recognition and perception of biological motion in two
different experiments. We compared each patient’s performance to
that of three different control groups: (i) a brain-damaged control
group of 54 patients, whose cortical lesions fell outside of the
ventral visual cortex; (ii) a group of healthy age-matched controls
(patient-specific); and (iii) a group of 13 young control participants.
The importance of the brain-damaged control group is twofold.
First, comparing the ventral patients to patients with nonventral
lesions allowed us to determine whether biological motion perception, if affected, is specifically a consequence of a ventral lesion
or of brain damage, more generally. Second, because a subset of
patients in the nonventral control group have lesions to brain areas
known to significantly impair biological motion perception (pSTS
and vPMC), we were able to compare directly the perceptual
thresholds of the ventral patients with those of individuals with
identified deficits in biological motion following damage to the
pSTS or vPMC. Finally, given that the ventral cortex constitutes
a large swath of the cortex and that patients’ lesions were not
identical, we assessed the brain–behavior correspondences further
by examining, at a finer grain, which—if any—affected subareas
impair biological motion perception. To do so, for each patient we
carefully delineated the lesion, assessed the magnitude of the
damage, and situated the lesion relative to regions in the ventral,
lateral, and middle temporal cortex that are standardly associated
with biological motion processing, including body parts and visual
motion-sensitive regions (e.g., refs. 13, 14, 20, 31–33).
To anticipate our findings, we show that biological motion
recognition and perceptual thresholds of the ventral patients
consistently fall within the normal range of all three control
groups. Thus, our results indicate that the perception of biological
motion (i) does not depend on the integrity of the ventral aspects
of the form visual pathway or on the integrity of the ventral portion of the EBA (ventral to the human middle temporal V5
complex, MT+/V5), and (ii) can be dissociated from form perception. We conclude, therefore, that computations that suffice
for the perception of biological motion are mediated by mechanisms independent of the form ventral cortex, and that such
computations may be based on motion cues that represent
movement kinematics rather than on form information per se.
Results
Experiment 1. Recognition and perceptual thresholds for biological motion.

At the start of Exp. 1, participants were presented with unmasked
PLDs (Fig. 1A, Left) and were asked to describe what they perceived. For these unmasked PLDs, all six ventral patients (as well
as almost all individuals in three groups of controls) were able to
name the movements effortlessly and immediately, even without
prior knowledge of or training on PLDs. This observation is
consistent with previous work showing that patients are generally
able to recognize unmasked PLDs of biological motion (34–39).
Only two of the control patients with brain-damage outside of the
Gilaie-Dotan et al.
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Function/Impairment

EL

GB

SH

CR

SM

EC

Lesioned hemisphere
Age (sex)
Time from injury

Left
61 (F)
15 y

Left
70 (F)
3y

Left
69 (M)
6y

Right (+ left)
31 (M)
15 y

Right
37 (M)
19 y

Right
48 (F)
8y

Normal

Normal

Normal

None
apparent or
reported
Full field

None
apparent
or reported
Full field

None
apparent
or reported
Full field

Object recognition
difficulties
(screening)
Face
recognition
difficulties
(screening)
Unknown

Visual acuity
Accommodation/
convergence
deficit
Visual field

Corrected
to normal
None
apparent
or reported
Upper right
quadrantanopia

Corrected
Corrected
to normal
to normal
None
None
apparent
apparent
or reported
or reported
Upper right
Right homonymous
quadrantanopia
hemianopia
(largely resolved)

Object perception

Mild impairment Mild impairment
(1–2 SDs)
(1–2 SDs)

Mild impairment
(1–2 SDs)

Agnosic
(3 SDs)

Agnosic
(3 SDs)

Face perception

Mild impairment Mild impairment
(1–2 SDs)
(1–2 SDs)

Mild impairment
(1–2 SDs)

Prosopagnosic
(3 SDs)

Prosopagnosic
(3 SDs)

Word perception

Pure alexic
(3 SDs)

Pure alexic
(3 SDs)

Pure alexic
(3 SDs)

Mild impairment
(1-2 SDs)

Mild impairment
(1-2 SDs)

Motion perception –
basic (detection)

Normal

Normal

Unknown

Impaired
(very slow motion)

Motion perception –
basic (coherence)

Normal

Normal

Unknown

Impaired
(very fast motion)

Impaired
(very slow
motion)
Unknown

Motion perception –
structure (SFM)

Normal

Normal

Unknown

Impaired

Impaired
(very slow
motion)
Impaired (medium
to very
fast motion)
Impaired

Motion perception –
biological unmasked
PLDs (Exp. 1)
Motion perception –
biological perceptual
thresholds (Exp. 1)
Motion perception –
biological unmasked
PLDs (Exp. 2)
Motion perception –
biological perceptual
thresholds (Exp. 2)

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Normal

Impaired

Most of these data have been reported earlier [EL (61, 70–75), GB (61, 75), SH (70, 75), CR (61, 65–67, 70), SM (61, 64–69), EC (61)]. The data from this study
are presented in the four bottom rows. We summarize the patients’ abilities by noting the number of SDs each score deviates from the controls’ mean. Visual
impairments are denoted in bold.

ventral cortex (from the “brain-damaged control group” in the
present study) were unable to recognize unmasked PLDs (11).
After this recognition phase, perceptual thresholds for biological motion (number of noise points at which performance is
82% accurate; see Fig. 1A, Right, for illustration) were measured
for all participants (Fig. 1B, and detailed in Table 2). Consistent
with previous results showing that the perceptual thresholds of
brain-damaged patients for biological motion are significantly
lower than those of healthy age-matched controls (11), four of
the ventral visual patients’ (CR, SM, EC, and SH) perceptual
thresholds were at the lower end of their matched controls’
distribution (control group 1; light diamonds in Fig. 1B), but not
statistically different (see Table 2 for statistical details). Moreover, the perceptual threshold of each ventral patient was also
Gilaie-Dotan et al.

within the norm of the younger control group [control group 2;
all jt(12)js < 1.44, all Ps > 0.17 (40); Fig. 1B, light gray circles].
We then compared the thresholds of the ventral patients and
those of 54 patients with unilateral nonventral brain damage
[control group 3 (11); dark circles in Fig. 1B]. If the integrity of
the ventral visual cortex is critical for biological motion perception, then the performance of the ventral visual patients
should be significantly poorer than that of patients with brain
damage elsewhere. In contrast, the ventral patients’ thresholds
were trending to be significantly better than their brain-damaged
controls [Wilcoxon nonparametric rank-sum test: ventral patients
(median = 13.11, n = 6) vs. brain damaged controls (median = 9.82,
n = 54): U = 258, P = 0.06]. In addition, in an individual case
analysis, each of the ventral visual patients’ performance was better
than the average performance of the right only (n = 11), left only
PNAS Early Edition | 3 of 10
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Table 1. Summary of the visual perceptual functions and impairments of the six ventral patients

Table 2. Exp. 1: Biological motion perceptual thresholds of patients and controls
Versus brain-damaged controls (control group 3)

Versus healthy age-matched controls
(control group 1)
Patient
EL
GB
SH
CR
SM
EC

Threshold
18.38
18.73
11.33
13.97
12.25
9.57

All (n = 54)

LH damage
only (n = 43)

RH damage
only (n = 11)

With “critical”
pSTS lesion
(n = 9)

With “critical”
vPMC lesion
(n = 10)

Mean threshold ± SD

t

P

t

P

t

P

t

P

t

P

t

P

±
±
±
±
±
±

−0.086
−0.047
−0.866
−1.8
−1.64
−1.29

0.933
0.963
0.401
0.09
0.12
0.22

1.47
1.54
0.12
0.63
0.3
−0.21

0.15*
0.13*
0.90
0.53
0.77
0.83

1.5
1.57
0.09
0.62
0.27
−0.26

0.14*
0.12*
0.93
0.53
0.78
0.79

1.29
1.35
0.22
0.62
0.36
−0.047

0.22*
0.20*
0.83
0.54
0.72
0.96

4.187
4.319
1.528
2.52
1.875
0.864

0.002*
0.002*
0.082*
0.018*
0.049*
0.206*

3.66
3.78
1.27
2.17
1.58
0.676

0.003*
0.003*
0.117*
0.03*
0.07*
0.26*

19.15
19.15
19.15
28.66
25.06
20.08

8.74
8.74
8.74
7.91
7.54
7.87

Thresholds indicate the number of noise points masking the stimuli while performance is at 82% accuracy (Methods). Statistical values (t, P) represent
single-case vs. control group comparisons (40). Ventral visual patients’ perceptual thresholds for biological motion were not significantly different from those
of three control groups: healthy age-matched (group 1), brain-damaged (group 3), and younger controls (group 2; see Results). Importantly, the group of
ventral patients performed significantly better than the group of patients with lesions to pSTS or vPMC (Results).
*At the upper end of the controls’ distribution (i.e., performing better than the average).

(n = 43), or combined right and left hemisphere brain-damaged
control patients (see Table 2 for full details). All of these
comparisons indicate that the six ventral patients performed
well within the range of other (nonventral) brain-damaged patients, thereby ruling out a specific role for the ventral cortex in
biological motion perception.
The data from the control brain-damaged patients were taken
from a previous study (11) that revealed that lesions to the left
pSTS (L-pSTS) or to left vPMC (L-vPMC) had the greatest adverse effect on biological motion perception. The function and
structure of these regions are associated with biological motion
perception (11, 15, 16, 20, 41–45) and their role in biological
motion perception has been confirmed in several TMS studies (15,
16). In light of this finding, these data permit a stringent comparison between the performance of our ventral patients and that
of the brain-damaged patients with lesions to L-pSTS or L-vPMC
(the two “critical” lesion groups). As shown in Fig. 1C, the ventral
visual patient group performed significantly better (had higher
perceptual thresholds, meaning they could tolerate more noise
points) than both of the critical lesion groups [Wilcoxon nonparametric rank-sum test: ventral patients (median = 13.11, n = 6)
vs. lesioned L-pSTS (median = 7.1, n = 9): U = 73, P = 0.0016;
ventral patients vs. lesioned L-vPMC (median = 7.6, n = 10): U =
77, P = 0.003]. Furthermore, in single-case comparisons [each
ventral patient vs. the critical control groups (40)], four of the
ventral visual patients performed significantly better than the
critical control groups (Table 2). These results indicate that
damage to the ventral visual cortex, unlike damage to the pSTS or
vPMC, does not impair biological motion perception.
Response times for biological motion. The results thus far indicate that
biological motion perception does not rely on ventral stream integrity. To confirm this finding and ensure that the results were
not a product of a speed-accuracy trade-off, we examined reaction
times even though participants were informed that speeded
responses were not required and participants were allowed to
speak and take breaks during the experiment (Fig. 1D). The
responses of the patients were not significantly slower than their
age-matched controls [Wilcoxon nonparametric rank-sum test:
ventral patients (median = 7.78 s, n = 6) vs. age-matched controls
(median = 5.21 s, n = 33): U = 159, P = 0.134, z = 1.5]. This
finding also held true for five ventral patients under single-case
comparisons of patient vs. age-matched control group [two-tailed,
jtjs < 0.5, Ps > 0.63 (40)]. EC was significantly slower than her agematched controls [t(11) = 4.74, P = 0.0008]; however, this is almost
certainly a result of the fact that she spoke during the experiment.
These results confirm that reaction times were within the normal
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range for the ventral patients and that these normal perceptual
thresholds did not result from elongated response times.
Experiment 2. Recognition and perceptual thresholds for biological
motion under a different paradigm. To provide additional support

for the findings from Exp. 1, we further examined the perceptual
thresholds of the ventral patients using a modified biological motion
experimental paradigm. This task included a larger set of biological
motion animations, different presentation and task requirements,
and provided feedback. In this experiment, each trial consisted of
one centrally displayed PLD (Fig. 2A) and observers determined
whether there was a moving human figure embedded in the display
(compare Fig. 2A, Center and Right; see Methods). During the
action-recognition phase (Fig. 2A, Left), all ventral patients and their
controls effortlessly reported the actions present in the PLDs.
Moreover, the ventral patients’ perceptual thresholds fell within the
normal range of their age-matched controls (Fig. 2B and Table S1)
[CR: t(14) = −1.42, P > 0.17; SM: t(14) = −0.88, P > 0.39; EC: t(14) =
−0.76, P > 0.45; EL: t(10) = 0.30, P > 0.77; GB: t(10) = 1.56, P > 0.15;
SH: t(10) = −0.65, P > 0.53); the performance of EL, GB, and SH
also fell in the normal range of a bigger control group (n = 14), aged
60.2 ± 6.45 (SD): jt(13)js < 0.5, Ps > 0.6.] Of great interest, the
perceptual thresholds established here for each of the patients (and
the relative rank ordering of the patients) were very similar to those
obtained in Exp. 1, reflecting the reliability and consistency of
these measures.
Response times for biological motion under a different paradigm. The
analysis of the reaction times of the patients versus the agematched controls revealed no significant group differences (Fig.
2C) [all patients but EL: jtjs < 0.79, Ps >0.45, EL: t(10) = 1.51,
P > 0.16], again confirming that the patients performed within
the normal range.
Subjective Reports About Biological Motion Perception. As a converging source of evidence, we obtained self-reports from the
patients and controls in response to questions such as whether,
on the basis of gait, they were able to recognize individuals and
discriminate the age and sex of an individual and, for the
patients, whether these abilities have changed postinjury. All
patients, as well as controls, reported that they were able to
comprehend movement patterns and actions even when they
were unable to recognize the person doing it. Subjects also
reported that they were able to discriminate sex and age based
on gait, and that they could easily recognize atypical gait (e.g.,
limping). None of the patients reported that their abilities
changed following their brain injury. Although these reports are
Gilaie-Dotan et al.

Fig. 2. Biological motion perception: Exp. 2 paradigm and results. (A, Left)
Static unmasked PLD snapshot presented in the action recognition phase,
participants were required to verbally describe them. (Center and Right) To
determine perceptual thresholds, each trial presented a masked PLD either
containing a biologically moving figure (Center) or a spatially scrambled
version of it (Right), and the task was to determine whether a moving figure
was embedded in the display. The noise points were added adaptively
according to individual performance with 75% accuracy (Methods). (B) Individual perceptual thresholds (y axis) of the ventral visual patients and the
age-matched controls against age (x axis). Perceptual thresholds determined
similar to Fig. 1 (Methods). Although patients commonly perform more
poorly than healthy-matched controls, the performance of each ventral
patient was not significantly different from that of their healthy agematched controls (Results). (C) Response times are not very informative
because instructions did not require speeded responses (participants were
able to respond leisurely and take breaks). Ventral visual patients’ response
times were not significantly slower than their age-matched controls (Results).

subjective, they provide additional indications that biological
motion perception may be dissociable from form perception.
Relationship of Perceptual Performance to Underlying Lesion. The

experimental findings reveal that the six ventral patients performed as well as or even better than (see comparison against
patients with frank pSTS or vPMC lesions) the various control
groups. We have proposed that the dissociation between the
deficit in form perception and their intact biological motion perception rules out the functional contribution of the ventral cortex.
A possible alternative explanation, however, is that because the
ventral cortex is so extensive and lesions are more circumscribed,
there may be sparing of key ventral regions associated with biological motion processing (13), and it is these spared regions that
account for the normal perceptual performance. To assess this
possibility, we first carefully delineated the lesion of each patient
and transformed each lesion into normalized Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space. Second, we superimposed the lesion
Gilaie-Dotan et al.

Discussion
In this study, we explored whether the integrity of form perception
and of the ventral visual cortex are necessary for the perception of
biological motion. This was achieved by examining the perceptual
performance of patients with documented form deficits following
brain damage to the ventral visual cortex. In two studies using animated PLDs (7) embedded in noise points, we derived a host of
dependent measures (accuracy of unmasked displays, thresholds,
reaction times, and self-report measures) There were no differences
between the patients’ indices and those of healthy age-matched
controls or of brain-damaged patients* with spared ventral cortex,
and this was also true compared with healthy young controls. The

*Biological motion sensitivity following brain damage of any sort can be reduced relative
to healthy controls (11), accounting for the findings that some ventral patients performed at the lower end of the healthy control distribution.
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onto the ventral cortex in which we identified areas that are
consistently activated by biological motion; this included regions
responsive to the perception of body movement (blue in Fig. 3),
sensitive to static bodies (yellow in Fig. 3), to human movements
(green in Fig. 3) as determined by a recent meta-analysis (13)
(Methods), as well as motion-sensitive MT+/V5, biological motion-sensitive pSTS, vPMC, and static-body sensitive EBA (18–
20). For the EBA cluster, we further distinguished between three
subregions: the ventral portion (v-EBA, ventral and not overlapping MT+/V5), the portion overlapping MT+/V5 (mt-EBA),
and the portion anterior to MT+/V5 (a-EBA). Our analysis also
took into consideration the functional anatomical organization of
the ventral visual stream (e.g., ventral surface vs. lateral occipitotemporal aspects). Third, for each of these regions, we evaluated
the extent of damage in each patient. The results of this finegrained analysis are detailed in Table 3.
Our analysis revealed that regions situated on the ventral surface (e.g., fusiform gyrus) that are assumed to be engaged in some
aspect of biological motion perception, including the regions that
are sensitive to static body perception, body movements in general, and human body movements’ selectivity (13), are substantially damaged in three patients (60–100%, left regions in GB
and SH, and the right regions in EC) (Table 3). Furthermore, the
ventral portion of the EBA (46, 47), situated ventrally to but not
overlapping MT+/V5, is also critically damaged in two right ventral patients (SM and EC) and partially damaged in the left ventral
patient (GB). From these observations, we can conclude that
regions situated on the ventral surface of the cortex in the ventral
stream (20, 31, 48) and the ventral aspect of the EBA are not
contributing critically to biological motion perception. Because
other regions, such as those on the lateral occipito-temporal surface, including MT+/V5 and other parts of EBA, are only partially
damaged in some of the patients (20–60%), we cannot rule out
their possible role in biological motion perception.
Each of the regions associated with biological motion in the
ventral aspect of the ventral visual cortex is significantly damaged
in one or more of the patients (right fusiform in EC, left fusiform
in GB and SH), including the right and left ventral portions of
the EBA (R-v-EBA in EC and SM, L-v-EBA in GB), and also left
MT+/V5 (EL); the superior and middle temporal regions are mostly
spared (except for EL). Importantly, the two areas that are wellknown to be sensitive and critical to human motion, the pSTS and
vPMC (11, 13, 16, 28, 30, 32, 45, 49), are spared in all cases.
The ventral patients performed as well as healthy controls and
brain-damaged patients, despite the fact that ventral regions
associated with different aspects of biological motion processing
were affected by their lesions. Importantly, the ventral-lesioned
patients performed better than patients with brain damage to
regions pSTS and vPMC, standardly considered the neural correlates of biological motion perception.
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Fig. 3. Situating the patients’ lesions with respect to visual regions standardly
associated with biological motion processing, presented in rendered fashion.
Lesion of each patient is delineated in red based on the structural images
(Methods and Supporting Information). Regions consistently associated with
biological motion processing are based on statistical maps of a meta-analysis (13):
regions in blue are significantly activated to biological motion, regions in yellow
are sensitive to static bodies, and regions in green are sensitive to human
movement over nonhuman movements. As summarized in Table 3, ventral visual
regions associated with all of the three types of biological motion perception
were severely affected by brain damage in one or more of the ventral visual
patients, including the ventral aspect of EBA (v-EBA, in EC, SM, and GB). This
finding indicates that the spared perceptual thresholds for biological motion
perception do not rely on the integrity of the ventral visual regions associated
with biological motion processing. MT+/V5, middle temporal motion sensitive
region; RH/LH, right/left hemisphere. See also Table 3.

fact that the performance of each of the patients was not significantly different from that of three different control groups, and that
this result was replicated across different paradigms, suggests that
we are not failing to detect a deficit. Moreover, the patients performed significantly better than patients with documented damage
to regions critical for biological motion perception (pSTS and
vPMC) (11). Furthermore, by showing that large swaths of cortex—
assumed to be associated with biological motion perception—were
lesioned in these patients, we were able to determine that the integrity of the ventral aspects of the ventral visual pathway is not
critical for normal biological motion perception.
Hemispheric Contribution to Biological Motion Performance? We
consider it unlikely that the interindividual variability in the ventral patients’ biological motion performance is associated with the
anatomical variations in brain damage. First, interindividual variability in biological motion perception is consistently found in
healthy and nonhealthy populations (43, 50) (Figs. 1B and 2B).
Interestingly, the severity of face or object perception deficits,
6 of 10 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1414974112

which is influenced by the lesioned hemisphere (left with milder
and right with severe deficits) did not correlate with biological
motion performance either, because SH, who suffers mild face/
object perception deficits, performed similarly to CR and SM,
both of whom have severe face and object perception deficits.
Second, performance following bilateral ventral damage (e.g., CR)
was not worse than that of some patients with unilateral cortical
damage (SM, EC, or SH). This result is in line with previous
findings that individuals with bilateral damage to (WH) (38) or
abnormal function of (LG) (51) the ventral visual cortex can
successfully recognize biological motion displays. Third, lesion size
was also not indicative of performance because CR, SM, and SH,
all of whom have comparable performance (Figs. 1B and 2B),
have very different lesion sizes (Table 3), whereas EL and GB,
who have extensive lesions, performed best. On the other hand,
spared bilateral ventral visual cortex does not suffice for normal
biological motion performance when there is unilateral damage to
regions critical to biological motion perception [sustained damage
(11) or temporary lesions induced by TMS (16)]. Thus, it seems
reasonable to conclude that the behavioral variability among our
cohort of patients with ventral damage was a reflection of the
variability in the general population, and that performance is not
dependent on the specific anatomy of the ventral visual lesion.
The Role of the Ventral Visual Pathway in Biological Motion Processing.

Ventral and occipito-temporal regions, which comprise the ventral visual cortex, are associated with the processing of form information (“form pathway”). Perhaps surprisingly, these very regions, including the EBA, are activated in neuroimaging studies
that focus on biological motion (refs. 13, 18, 19, 30; Figs. 3
and 4). A possible explanation for the engagement of these
areas in biological motion processing is that form-based computations may be implicated in biological motion processing
(7, 21–25). Indeed, some have suggested that PLDs might be
better characterized as “motion-from-form” (26), and recent
models of biological motion recognition have proposed that
biological motion recognition computations can be based on
a sequence of static form snapshots derived from the movement
itself (52, 53) (Fig. 4A). Some support for this comes from
physiological recordings in nonhuman primates, where biological
motion-sensitive neurons show sensitivity to body form in addition to, or instead of, body motion (54–56).
The key question is whether the engagement of these cortical
ventral areas is functionally relevant for the perception of biological motion. The answer cannot be reached based on findings from functional imaging and, thus, determining causality
remains elusive. Our results indicate that intact ventral regions in
the form visual pathway (e.g., along the fusiform gyrus) are not
necessary for biological motion perception. Why are these areas
activated then, as revealed in neuroimaging investigations? One
possibility is that, following damage to the ventral visual cortex,
cortical function is reorganized such that other regions become
critical for biological motion perception, as perhaps the lesions
may have altered the relative contributions of regions in the
network supporting biological motion perception. However,
notably, all of our patients performed within the normal range of
other brain damaged, and notably, nonbrain-damaged control
participants. This result indicates that if any such adaptive
plasticity occurs, it is surprisingly effective. An alternative possibility, and the one we favor, is that these ventral regions play
a role in the representation of the actor and his or her identity
and, hence, are activated during biological motion processing.
Specifically, a series of static posture snapshots may suffice for
a whole-body viewpoint-based representation of the actor (Fig.
4A). Thus, whereas actor recognition and the form executing the
motion may be computed by the ventral form pathway, the
motion kinematics themselves may be computed by the motion
pathway (Fig. 4A). When the ventral aspects of the ventral visual
Gilaie-Dotan et al.
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Table 3. Summary of patients’ lesions

The lesion size is based on the results of the lesion delineating procedure (see also Supporting Information). Because of the low spatial coverage of GB’s,
SH’s, and EC’s clinical scans, their lesion size reflects a spatial interpolation across the lesion locations in the clinical images that were available. The assessment
of the overlap of the lesion with regions associated with biological motion processing is predominantly based on a recent meta-analysis (13) (see text for
details), as demonstrated in Fig. 3. Overlap with MT+/V5 is based on SM’s functional localization, and on MT+/V5 reported location for the other patients (81)
(Methods). Overlap scale relates to foci reported in the meta-analysis with z ≥ 3.2 score (equivalent to P ≤ 0.0005). Overlap notations: No, none; Hardly, ∼
<10%; Mildly, ∼10–20%; Partially, ∼20–60%; Mostly, >60–70%; All, 100%. Regions that are significantly damaged are indicated in bold and shaded gray
according to the extent of damage (Mostly to All in dark gray, Partially in medium gray, and Mildly in light gray). EBA partitions: v-EBA, aspect of EBA ventral
to MT/V5; mt-EBA, aspect of EBA overlapping MT/V5; a-EBA, aspect of EBA anterior to MT/V5 (46, 47).
*GB’s, CR’s, and EC’s lesion sizes were approximated on an MNI template brain and therefore provided in MNI normalized space units (mm3), which might be
an overestimation relative to native space volume (82).

cortex are damaged (an example is conveyed in Fig. 4A by redcolored markings based on our ventral visual patients), snapshots
leading to actor recognition might be disrupted. However, because
the computations of kinematics mediated by the motion pathway
are not significantly affected, movement perception is unaffected.
Fig. 4B shows the prediction of this model for PLDs to illustrate our
current findings. In addition to the supporting evidence from our
patients, as well as from studies of individuals with developmental
agnosia (51, 57), form-based and motion-based processing of body
motion can be dissociated among healthy controls (50).
Parallel Processing Routes Supporting Biological Motion Perception?

The notion that biological motion perception might be computed
in more than one way is also compatible with findings from
a series of neuropsychological case studies. For example, LM,
the “motion blind” patient with lesioned bilateral MT+/V5 (36),
and AF, with severe damage to the dorsal cortex (35), are both
able to recognize unmasked PLDs above chance. In addition,
patients with brain damage or abnormal vision, such as patient
MM (37), who recovered from long-term visual deprivation, or
patient JW, who has widespread occipital damage following
hypoxia (58), are both able to successfully recognize unmasked
PLDs. Finally, the above-chance biological motion performance
of patients with lesions that appear to invade early visual areas
(35, 59) and are very different from the lesions of the patients
examined in the present study, also seems to suggest multiple
processing routes supporting biological motion perception.
Gilaie-Dotan et al.

Although all of these findings are consistent with an account in
which biological motion perception may be achieved via multiple
pathways, there is still some selectivity to the processing, and
there are indications that biological motion perception is independent from other lower-level motion perception. For example, performance in biological motion and motion-coherence
tasks are not correlated, as revealed in studies of patients (11),
following congenital cataracts (60), or in healthy controls (43).
Indeed, all of our ventral patients performed normally in the
biological motion tasks but some have basic motion perception
deficits [SM, CR, and EC are impaired in motion coherence and
motion detection tasks (61)]. Similarly, patients AF and LM
performed poorly on early motion tasks despite above-chance
performance on biological motion (35, 36).
If biological motion recognition can be achieved via multiple
pathways, this duplication might reflect the importance of this
process to a multiplicity of abilities, such as social communication, motor learning, and theory of mind. Whether these pathways achieve movement recognition independently remains to be
resolved. What is certain, though, is that the integrity of the
ventral aspects of the ventral visual stream is not, in and of itself,
critical for the normal perception of biological motion.
Conclusions
We have shown that biological motion perception can be achieved
despite damage to the ventral aspect of the form visual pathway
(e.g., fusiform body area, v-EBA). Although regions such as the
PNAS Early Edition | 7 of 10
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Fig. 4. Adaptation of the model for biological motion recognition based on
Giese and Poggio (52). (A) The original model by Giese and Poggio with proposed distinctions: the form pathway’s main role involves snapshots for actor
recognition, and the motion pathway’s main role involves kinematic patterns
for human movement recognition. Brick color indicates how brain damage to
the ventral cortex predominantly affects the form processing pathway that is
involved in snapshot creation, thereby impairing actor but not action recognition. (B) Adaptation of the model to PLDs. Information flow in the case of
PLDs resembles that of a damaged ventral visual cortex (A), because the information processed by the form pathway is insufficient, leading to abnormal
actor recognition. At the same time, the information processed by the motion
pathway is not significantly affected, so that the movement can be recognized.
Based on our results, we speculate that the perception of human movement
can be achieved based on motion kinematics alone. FBA, fusiform body area;
ITS, inferior temporal sulcus; KO, kinetic occipital; MT+/V5, middle temporal
motion-sensitive region; OF, optic flow; V1/V2/V4, visual retinotopic regions; vEBA, ventral aspect of extrastriate body area.

pSTS and vPMC are critical for biological motion perception (11,
15, 16, 41, 62, 63), we speculate that the ventral regions of the form
visual pathway are critical for recognizing the person performing the
movement, but not for recognizing the motion being performed.
Methods
Patients with Ventral Visual Lesions. Six premorbidly normal right-handed
individuals who sustained brain damage to the right (n = 2), left (n = 3), or
bilateral (n = 1) ventral visual cortex participated in the study. Following
a lesion sustained in adulthood (except for CR, who was aged 16 y), all
individuals reported visual perceptual problems and have well-established
form-processing deficits. Table 1 summarizes the key demographics, neuropsychological descriptions, and detailed visual performance (including visual
motion perception) of each patient; further details are available in Supporting
Information and in earlier publications [SM (61, 64–70), CR (61, 65–67, 70),
EL (61, 70–75), GB (61, 75), SH (70, 75), and EC (61)].
Experiment 1. In this experiment, we used unmasked PLDs to assess recognition of biological motion and then measured perceptual thresholds using
PLDs masked in noise points. To assess recognition of biological motion,
unmasked PLD animations of actions (see below) were presented and participants were required to verbally describe the stimuli without having prior
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knowledge of what these would be. Each PLD animation looped until a coherent verbal description was given, after which the experimenter presented
the next animation. To measure perceptual thresholds, on each trial two PLDs
were presented simultaneously on the right and left sides of the screen, one
containing a moving upright human figure performing one of seven actions
(see Stimuli below) (Fig. 1A, Supporting Information, and Movies S1–S3) (11,
51, 76), and the other a spatially scrambled version of the same action. The
side of the biological motion animation was randomly determined on each
trial. Participants were instructed to identify which of the two displays
contained the animation of the human movement [but did not have to
identify the movement (i.e., jogging or walking), except in the action recognition phase; see below]. Both animations (intact and scrambled movements)
were embedded in a number of noise points adaptively determined according
to the participant’s performance (77). The task became more difficult as the
number of noise points increased. Perceptual thresholds were determined
based on the number of noise points with which a participant could perform
at a predefined level of accuracy (82%). Stimuli and further procedures are
fully described in Supporting Information and elsewhere (11, 51).
Participants. All six ventral-lesion patients, tested in Pittsburgh, PA, and all
healthy control participants (tested in Pittsburgh or in London) gave written
informed consent to participate in the study and the experiments were
approved by local ethics committees (Institutional Review Board, Carnegie
Mellon University and University College London). All patients (except SM,
who was tested at Carnegie Mellon University) and the older controls were
tested at home for maximal convenience.
Procedures regarding the data collection from the nonventral braindamaged patient control group (control group 3, see below) are provided
elsewhere (11). Informed consent was obtained from these patients at the
time of testing in accordance with guidelines of the University of California,
San Diego and VA Northern California Health Care System Human Research
Protections Programs. The findings from these patients have been published
previously (11) and we simply adopted the de-identified data to serve as an
additional benchmark against which to compare the ventral patients’
performance.
Healthy controls. All healthy control participants had normal or correctedto-normal vision, no history of neurological disorders, and were righthanded.
Control group 1 was the first neurologically normal control group that
participated in this study and included 42 healthy adults, age-matched to the
patients: 16 male control participants served as age-matched controls for CR
(mean age 32.0 y ± 2.9 SD); 15 males served as age-matched controls for SM
(mean age 35.2 y ± 3.3 SD, 11 of whom were also matched for CR); 13
females and 1 male (matched for SM as well) served as age-matched controls
for EC (mean age 48.0 y ± 3.8 SD); and 14 females and 1 male served as agematched controls for GB, EL, and SH (aged 50–70 y, mean 59.2 ± 6.1 SD, of
whom 5 females were matched for EC as well).
Control group 2 was the second neurologically normal control group and
included 13 healthy young controls (aged 20.4 y ± 1.1 SD).
Brain-damaged controls. Control group 3 included 54 right-handed, braindamaged patients (13 females, 41 males, aged 36.9–84.9 y) with focal, unilateral lesions (43 in the left hemisphere, 11 in the right hemisphere). From
the 60 patients who had completed Exp. 1 in an earlier study (11), we selected for this control group only those for whom we could definitively
determine that their ventral visual cortex was not affected by their lesion (as
ascertained and confirmed by the lesion boundaries) as determined from
computerized lesion reconstructions of the brain. The time between testing
and patients’ cerebrovascular accident ranged from 6 mo to 22 y (mean of
6.5 y). Patients with diagnosed or suspected vision or hearing loss, dementia,
head trauma, tumors, multiple infarcts, or prior psychiatric or neurological
abnormalities were excluded from the sample. Motor and language
impairments ranged from very mild to severe in the sample, but all patients
were able to understand and carry out the task. None of the patients presented with spatial neglect or other attentional disorders.
Stimuli. Briefly, biological motion PLD animations made of 12 white points on
a black background depicting one of seven actions—walking, jogging,
overarm throwing, underarm throwing (bowling), stepping up, high kicking
into the air, and lower kicking—and lasting 0.8 s were presented and looped
until a response was given.
For the perceptual threshold assessment, a matched spatially scrambled
version was created for each animation so that the local motion of each point
was preserved, without the global form (11, 51, 76).
In each trial of the perceptual threshold assessment, additional moving
noise points were randomly superimposed on both PLDs (the biological
motion and its scrambled counterpart) (9). The motion trajectory of each
noise point that was added to the animations was equivalent to a motion
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Experiment 2. The previous experiment assessed the participant’s ability to
detect the PLD containing human movement when embedded in noise. This
second experiment further examined the patients’ biological motion perception using a slightly different method, including a different and larger
set of displays and a different criterion at which threshold is established.
Participants. All six ventral-damaged patients, tested in Pittsburgh, PA, and 39
healthy neurologically normal controls (28 also participated in Exp. 1) gave
informed consent to participate in the study and the experiment was approved by local ethics committees of Carnegie Mellon University (Institutional
Review Board) and University College London. The controls were age-matched
to each patient in the following way: 15 participants (14 male) served as agematched controls for CR (mean age 32.5 y ± 4.1 SD); 15 participants (12 male)
served as age-matched controls for SM (mean age 37.3 y ± 4.5 SD, 10 of whom
were also matched for CR); 15 participants (12 female) served as age-matched
controls for EC [mean age 46.5 y ± 4.5 SD, 5/1 controls also matched for SM/CR,
respectively)]; and 11 participants (8 females) served as age-matched controls
for GB, EL, and SH (mean 62.7 y ± 4.6 SD, 1 also matched for EC). All patients
(but SM, who was tested at Carnegie Mellon University) and some of the
controls were tested at home for maximal convenience.
Procedure. We first assessed action recognition of 12 different PLDs (Supporting Information). Participants were asked to describe what they perceived so as to ensure that they were able to recognize the movements
conveyed by PLDs. Thereafter, perceptual thresholds were established. A
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Lesion and Anatomical Analysis. Lesion delineation procedure. For structural
image-acquisition details, see Supporting Information. We followed a lesion
delineation procedure that has been successfully used before (61). Highresolution anatomical images (EL, SM, and CR) were coregistered onto a T1
MNI canonical SPM image using SPM (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), after
which the lesions were traced manually in MRIcroN (www.cabiatl.com/
mricro/mricro; see Supporting Information for tracing criteria) and saved as
a binary image. For each patient, the coregistered anatomical images and
the demarcated lesion were normalized into MNI space using the unified
normalization segmentation of SPM. When only low-resolution anatomical
images from clinical scans were available, lesions were traced manually onto
the corresponding anatomical locations in an MNI canonical SPM image; to
provide a consistent visualization of these patients’ lesions (Fig. 3), and to
reach some approximate assessment of their lesion size (presented in Table
3), their noncontinuous traced lesions were then each manually interpolated
to a continuous lesion in a conservative manner using MRIcroN (Fig. S1 and
Supporting Information).
Comparing lesions to regions associated with biological motion processing. To examine the lesion-behavior relationships, we sited each of our patients’ lesions
relative to the anatomical locations of regions that are consistently activated
across studies in response to biological motion stimuli, as determined by
a recent meta-analysis (13). Specifically, we were interested in regions that
are consistently activated in response to: (i) body movements [as reported in
figure 1 and table 4 of Grosbras et al. (13)], (ii) static bodies [as reported in
that study in figure 3 and table 7 of Grosbras et al. (13)], or (iii) human
movements vs. nonhuman movements (as reported in table 8 of Grosbras
et al. (13)]. Three image maps from that meta-analysis corresponding to
these three contrasts-of-interest were included in our analysis. Each image
map consisted of probability (P) values that corresponded to the activation
likelihood estimation values reported in Grosbras et al. (13). These maps
represent for each specific voxel the probability that a study will report
significant activation in that voxel (for example with respect to one of our
contrasts-of-interest: regions in which significant activation to human
movements vs. nonhuman movements). The maps [as described in Grosbras
et al. (13)] were thresholded at z = 3.2 (corresponding to P < 0.0005) and
cluster size was 120 mm3 [see more details in Grosbras et al. (13)].
For each ventral patient, the three contrasts-of-interest from the metaanalysis along with the normalized brain and delineated lesion were loaded
onto MRIcroN in four different colors as presented in Fig. 3 [lesion in red,
body-movement regions (contrast 1) in blue, static-bodies regions (contrast
2) in yellow, and selective human movements (contrast 3) in green]. We then
carefully examined whether the lesion invaded or overlapped any of the
regions from each of the three contrasts-of-interest, according to anatomical
location as well (e.g., ventral surface vs. lateral occipito-temporal regions).
See also Table 3.
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short practice comprising a few trials with a predefined number of noise
points was completed, followed by the main experiment that measured the
number of noise points a participant can tolerate and perform at 75% accuracy, using the same Bayesian estimation method as in Exp. 1 (77). In each
trial, a single PLD (similar to those from Exp. 1) (Fig. 2A and Supporting
Information) was presented at the center of the screen, either containing
a movement of an upright human figure performing a movement (target),
or a spatially scrambled version of it (nontarget). Animations (targets and
nontargets) were masked in noise points (in the same manner as in Exp. 1),
and the participant’s task was to decide whether the display contained
a person (“target present”) or not (“target absent”) in a 2AFC manner using
two predefined keys. Animations looped until a response was given. Visual
feedback (green/red cross for correct/incorrect response, respectively) was
provided after each response. As in Exp. 1, speeded responses were not required but we still recorded response times. Further experimental details are
similar to those of Exp. 1; see details in Supporting Information.

NEUROSCIENCE

trajectory of one of the animation’s points (randomly chosen), but starting
at a random location.
Each animation subtended ∼4° × 6° (width × height) visual angle when
viewed from 55 cm. The total area occupied by each PLD (comprising the animation plus the noise points) was ∼7° of visual angle in diameter. The two PLDs
(biological motion and its scrambled counterpart) were displayed at ∼9° to the
left and right of the center of the screen, their vertical centers horizontally
aligned (Movie S1). Stimuli were presented and responses recorded using
MATLAB (Mathworks) and the Psychophysics Toolbox v2.54 (78, 79).
Procedure. In the first part of the experiment, we examined action recognition of unmasked PLDs. Participants were presented with seven different
unmasked biological motion animations and were asked to verbally describe
the stimuli on the screen. Each animation was displayed separately in the
center of the screen without any masking noise points and looped until the
verbal description given by the participant indicated that they were able to
perceive the movement conveyed by the PLD animation. After that, the
experimenter displayed the next animation.
Following the action-recognition phase, sensitivity to biological motion was
assessed by measuring the number of noise dots that allowed successful discrimination (82%) of intact from scrambled animations when both are masked
in noise points. On each trial, participants were required to report whether the
intact PLD (“the person”) was on the right or left side of the screen by pressing
the corresponding left or right key in a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC)
manner (see additional details below). The animations looped until a response
was given. Although accuracy was the key dependent measure, response time
of each trial was also recorded. EC, EL, the brain-damaged controls, and some
of the older healthy controls, replied verbally or by pointing, after which the
experimenter pressed the corresponding response button. Because the PLDs
were presented on the two sides of the screen simultaneously, participants
were not required to fixate at the center of the screen. After 16 practice trials
with a predefined number of noise points, control participants completed 118
trials presented in two blocks separated by an optional rest period, whereas
patients completed one block of 73 trials, with a rest period after 40 trials.
Note that because the task was not timed, participants were able to take
additional breaks at any time if needed.
To estimate perceptual thresholds, we varied the number of noise points in
each trial to yield a psychometric measure of performance according to an
efficient Bayesian adaptive procedure that uses the mean of the posterior
probability density function [QUEST (77)]. The perceptual threshold was
determined as the number of points at which a participant performed at
82% accuracy. For the healthy controls, who performed two blocks of trials,
thresholds from the two blocks were averaged. Reaction time analysis was
based on each participant’s average reaction time across the experiment.
In addition to between-group comparisons, which were based on Wilcoxon
nonparametric rank-sum test (80), we also examined every patient’s performance
individually. This was achieved by determining whether a patient’s performance
(threshold or reaction time) was significantly different from that of a control
group. The statistical evaluation was based on an established statistical procedure for comparing single cases to a control group (40), entailing a modified t
test, significant performance differences roughly corresponding to more than
two SDs from the controls’ mean performance.
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Case Descriptions: Additional Details
Left Hemisphere Lesions.
EL case description. EL suffered a left posterior cerebral artery

(PCA) infarct affecting the medial temporal lobe and occipital lobe
as revealed by a 3T MRI scan (Fig. 3). EL has participated in many
previous studies, which provide detailed description of her abilities
and impairments (1–7). Briefly, these earlier studies revealed that
she has pure alexia as well as some difficulty in object and face
recognition. She worked as a reading specialist before her stroke.
GB case description. GB suffered a PCA stroke. An MRI scan
performed 3 y poststroke revealed a lesion affecting two-thirds of
the left temporal lobe and the inferior aspect of the left occipital
lobe (Fig. 3). She suffers from pure alexia and, as uncovered in
previous studies (5–7), she has some mild impairment in object
and face recognition, too. GB worked as a graphic artist before
her stroke.
SH case description. SH suffered from a lesion affecting left temporooccipital structures and the left thalamus, compatible with a left PCA
infarct (Fig. 3). He suffers from pure alexia and, as uncovered in
previous studies (6, 7), he has mild impairments in face and
object recognition. SH worked as a lawyer before his stroke.
Right Hemisphere Lesions.
SM case description. SM sustained a closed head injury in a motor

vehicle accident at the age of 18 and recovered well after rehabilitation, aside from a persisting visual agnosia and prosopagnosia. Recent neuroimaging (8) revealed a circumscribed
lesion in the posterior portion of the right lateral fusiform gyrus.
Further details of his medical and neuropsychological history can
be found in previous studies (5, 6, 9–12). SM works in a photography studio.
CR case description. CR suffered from a right temporal lobe abscess
with a complicated medical course, including a history of Group A
toxic shock syndrome, pneumonia, cardiac arrest, candida bacteremia, and metabolic encephalopathy in May 1996, ∼15 y before his participation in this study. MR scans reveal a right
temporal lobe lesion consistent with acute microabscesses of the
right temporal lobe and medial occipital lobe, and there are
small lacunae in the left hemisphere as well. CR has participated
in several previous studies (5, 6, 9, 10, 13) that highlight his visual
perceptual deficits, which include impaired recognition of objects and of faces. CR completed community college and now
runs a restaurant.
EC case description. EC was tested 4 y after suffering an infarction.
The radiology report states that there is low attenuation at the
right temporal lobe and right occipital lobe posteriorly, consistent
with a right PCA infarct. She showed difficulties in both face and
object recognition on screening tests conducted before these
experiments (5).
Additional Experimental Details
Experiment 1: Additional Experimental Details. This experiment has
been described in detail elsewhere (14, 15). Biological motion
animations were created by videotaping an actor performing
various activities, and encoding only the joint positions in digitized videos (16). In the movies, the joints were represented by
12 small white points against a black background (Fig. 1A; for an
animated example, see Movies S2 and S3).
Each animation consisted of 20 distinct frames and was displayed for 0.5 s (16.5-ms interframe interval, 60 Hz). The final
frame then remained visible for 0.3 s, after which the animation
looped from the beginning. Because a joint could become ocGilaie-Dotan et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/1414974112

cluded by other body parts during an action, some points were
briefly invisible at times.
For each of the animations, the matched spatially scrambled
animation was created by scrambling the starting positions of the
12 points while keeping the motion trajectories of each point
unchanged. The starting positions of the scrambled points were
chosen randomly within a region so that the total area encompassed by the scrambled animation was similar to that of the
original nonscrambled biological animation (Fig. 1A).
Experiment 2: Additional Experimental Details.
Stimuli. This experiment included the seven animations from Exp. 1

and five additional ones (climbing stairs, skipping rope, kicking
leftward with right leg, bending down, and pitching). All of the
animations were created in the same manner as described in Exp. 1.
For each animation, a spatially scrambled matched-version animation was created as described in Exp. 1. As in Exp. 1, a variable
number of noise points, each with a motion trajectory as one of the
points from the target biological motion animation, were also
presented on each trial of the perceptual threshold assessment
(in each trial, all of the noise point motion trajectories were from
the same animation), and the initial spatial location of the noise
points was determined randomly.
The PLD that was presented centrally in each trial subtended
∼4° × 8° visual angle when viewed from 55 cm while the region
populated by the PLD and the noise points together was ∼8° ×
12° visual angle. On each trial, the target (or nontarget) PLD was
presented at a randomly jittered location within a 2.2° radius
from the center of the screen. Stimuli were presented and responses recorded using Matlab (Mathworks) and the Psychophysics Toolbox v2.54 (17, 18).
Procedure. The experiment started with assessing action recognition of unmasked PLD animations. The participants were not
informed about what they were about to view and were instructed
to describe what they saw. Following this phase, we assessed
perceptual thresholds. Each participant completed a practice
block that included 16 trials with a range of predetermined
number of noise points (ranging from 0 to 40). The practice was
followed by the main experimental block, which included 60 trials
in which the number of noise points was determined in an
adaptive manner, contingent on performance, beginning with 10
noise points. Varying the number of noise points enabled us to
measure biological motion-detection thresholds at which each
participant performed at 75% accuracy (19), and this was done
using the same Bayesian adaptive paradigm as in Exp. 1
(QUEST). The task became more difficult with an increasing
number of noise points.
Each trial started with a white fixation cross displayed at the
center of the screen for 750 ms, after which the PLDs were
presented along with noise points. The animations were repeated
continuously until a response was given. After each response,
a visual feedback cue appeared for 750 ms (green fixation cross
for correct, red for incorrect).
Data analysis. Thresholds were calculated for each patient and for
each of the control participants, and data (thresholds and response times) were analyzed as in Exp. 1.
SI Results
Experiment 1: Additional Results. We have now also conducted a set
of comparisons of ventral patient group vs. matched control group
using the perceptual thresholds measured in Exp. 1. In each
comparison (two-tailed t test assuming unequal variance), we
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randomly picked for each patient one control from his or her
control group to serve as the matched control for that test so that
the groups were matched in size. We then redid this control
sampling 10 times. In 6 of the 10 statistical comparisons, there
was no significant difference between the ventral patients group
and the age-matched control group (Ps = 0.502, 0.107, 0.802,
0.197, 0.116, 0.158); in three of the runs there was a borderline
effect (0.05 < P < 0.1); and in one run there was a significant
effect between the groups (P < 0.05).
These results are reassuring in showing that in most cases the
ventral patients are indeed within the norm of healthy agematched controls, even at a group level. Also, because it is typical
for a group of (any type of) brain-damaged patients to perform
significantly more poorly than a group of age-matched controls
(Results), that we see borderline effects in some comparisons is
perhaps not surprising. In addition, given the small sample size,
the variability may not be surprising either.
Experiment 2: Additional Results. We also carried out the same
group vs. group statistical comparisons that are described above
(the set of 10 comparisons for ventral patient group vs. matched
control group) with the perceptual thresholds derived in Exp. 2. In
10 of the 10 comparisons, the performance of the patients’ group
did not significantly differ from that of the matched control
group (Ps = 0.327, 0.212, 0.547, 0.132, 0.911, 0.579, 0.153, 0.447,
0.608, 0.212). These results further confirm our finding that the
ventral patients perform normally on biological motion perception, as evident in a different paradigm.

cluded 34 axial images without contrast with slice thickness of
2.5 mm (through the posterior fossa) and 7.5 mm (from the
posterior fossa to the vertex), 512 × 512 image size, and pixel
spacing of 0.449219 × 0.449219 mm2.
Lesion-Tracing Criteria
We used an established procedure and most of these details are
published elsewhere (5). We describe below specific modifications we made to document the lesion of each patient, where
necessary.
EL. Because the average intensity values varied across each
structural image regardless of the lesion (e.g., between anterior
and posterior regions, or right and left hemispheres), the definition of the lesioned tissue was not based solely on absolute
intensity values, and relative local differences were considered as
well. Instead, the definition of the lesioned tissue also took into
account abrupt local changes in intensities between lesioned and
adjacent healthy tissue, and continuity of abnormal lesioned
tissue. Locally, lesioned tissue always had substantially lower
values of intensity than healthy tissue. In most parts of EL’s brain
and around the lesion, healthy tissue-intensity values ranged
from 200 to above 350, whereas lesioned tissue-intensity values
ranged from 54 to 170. However, in specific locations the value,
170, was considered healthy tissue (adjacent to value of 117 of
a lesioned tissue). We provide lesion size estimates based on
local intensity variations and continuity assessment, and also
a more conservative estimation based on intensity values <150 in
the predefined lesion zone (Table 3).

Ventral Visual Patients’ Structural Image Acquisition
EL. EL’s anatomical MR scans were acquired at the Brain Im-

aging Research Center Pittsburgh on a Siemens Allegra MRI 3T
scanner using a head coil, when she was 60 y old, approximately
1 y before her participation in this study and 14 y after her injury.
The scan acquired 192 MPRAGE sagittal slices (1-mm thickness,
inplane resolution of 1 × 1 mm2, matrix = 256 × 256, repetition
time 1,740 ms, echo time 3.04 ms, inversion time 1,000 ms, flip
angle = 8°).
GB. GB’s MR clinical structural scans were acquired on a 1.5T
GE Genesis Signa MR scanner equipped with a head coil, ∼3 y
before her participation in this study. These included 23 axial T2
images (slice thickness = 5.5 mm, 7 mm gap, image size 512 ×
512, pixel spacing 0.42968 × 0.42968 mm2, echo time = 96.512
ms, no. of averages = 2, flip angle = 90°).
SH. SH’s CT clinical structural scans were acquired on a Siemens
SOMATOM Sensation 4 CT scanner when he was 63 y old, and
∼6 y before his participation in this study. These included axial
images with slice thickness/overlap of 5.0/2.5 mm.
SM. SM’s MRI structural scans were acquired with identical pa-

rameters to those of EL’s (see above) at the Brain Imaging
Research Center Pittsburgh when he was 35 y old. This was 17 y
after his injury and ∼2 y before his participation in this study (for
details, see ref. 8).
CR. CR’s MRI structural scans were acquired at the Magnetic

Resonance Research Center, University of Pittsburgh Medical
Center on a 1.5T Signa whole-body scanner (General Electric
Medical Systems), ∼3 y after he had metabolic encephalopathy
and ∼12 y before his participation in this study. This included
124 slices of 1.5-mm thickness with an inplane resolution of
0.9375 × 0.9375 mm2, matrix of 256 × 256.
EC. EC’s CT clinical structural scans were acquired on a GE
Medical Systems LightSpeed QX/i CT scanner when she was 40 y
old, and ∼8 y before her participation in this study. These inGilaie-Dotan et al. www.pnas.org/cgi/content/short/1414974112

SM. SM’s structural images also revealed local variations in intensity values; thus, as with EL, we delineated the lesion based on
intensity values, continuity of the lesioned tissue, and abrupt
changes in local intensity values between the lesion and adjacent
healthy tissue. Common values for healthy tissue were above 200 to
even above 350; however, locally healthy tissue could have value of
171. Lesioned tissue typically had values ranging from as low as 60
to values around 150; however, locally, values of 160 or 174 could
be attributed to lesioned tissue. We provide the lesion size estimate
according to the criteria laid out above, along with a conservative
estimate for the lesion when lesioned intensities are <160.
CR. Because CR’s lesion is of a different etiology than that of EL
and SM, the lesion delineation criteria were different. CR has
a definitive lesion in the right temporal lobe (see above) that is
evident and confirmed by an expert neuroradiologist in the past
and during the present study. In addition, there are foci of petechial hemorrhage seen along the gray/white junction at multiple areas that appear as a very dark center (intensity values of
below 35) bordered by very bright intensity tissue (intensity
above 120). Healthy tissue in CR’s structural images had intensity values of 55–95. There are, however, some small foci of
enhancement in the left hemisphere (perhaps resolved abscesses) and so we adopt a conservative approach here and leave
open the possibility of additional left hemisphere insult.
GB, EC, and SH. Lesioned tissue in GB’s, EC’s, and SH’s original
clinical structural images were used to guide delineation in
a normalized MNI canonical brain. GB’s original DICOM images were loaded into MATLAB (Mathworks), where intensity
values of lesioned tissue were above 0.5 and healthy tissue intensity values were below 0.4. Because of technical issues with
MATLAB reading EC’s DICOM images, EC’s structural images
were loaded into MicroDicom (www.microdicom.com) and then
exported to bitmap images. Typically, lesioned tissue intensity
values were below 105 and healthy tissue values were above 110.
In the lesion delineation process we also took into account (as
with the other patients) continuity of the lesioned tissue and
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abrupt intensity changes between the lesion and adjacent healthy
tissue. After the lesion tracing in the original images detailed
above, an approximated corresponding delineation was carried
out onto a single subject T1 SPM MNI-normalized template.
Following that process, we manually interpolated each lesion

into a continuous lesion in a conservative manner. This process
was achieved in MRIcroN software (www.mricro.com), where
the originally traced lesioned volume (in axial sections) was then
filled in manually in the orthogonal section planes (sagittal and
coronal) by linear interpolation (Fig. S1).
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Fig. S1. Demonstration of the filling-in procedure of the traced lesion volume (as was done in the case of GB, EC, and SH). The filling in was achieved by
linearly interpolating in the coronal and sagittal planes between the traces of the lesion (in the axial planes, see above Bottom Left). One step is shown (in
a coronal section) where the interpolation is performed between two traced axial slices (1), and filled in red (2). The step to follow repeats this procedure by
filling in the region enclosed by the yellow and red lines (3).
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Table S1. Exp. 2 statistical results
Versus healthy age-matched controls
Patient
EL
GB
SH
CR
SM
EC

t

P

0.30
1.56
−0.65
−1.42
−0.88
−0.76

0.77
0.15*
0.53
0.18
0.39
0.46

In Exp. 2, biological motion perceptual thresholds (number of noise points
masking the stimuli while performance is at 75% accuracy; see Methods) of
patients were not significantly different from their age-matched healthy
controls. Significance presentation conventions as in Table 2.

Movie S1. A schematic demonstration of Exp. 1. On the left side is a biological motion PLD depicting underarm throwing as in bowling, and on the right side
a spatially scrambled version of this animation is presented. Both of these are embedded in additional noise points. Participants had to determine the side of
the biological motion (right or left). See main text for further details.

Movie S1

Movie S2. Biological motion animation of throwing, which is one of the seven actions used in Exp. 1.
Movie S2
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Movie S3.
Exp. 2.

Biological motion animation of a walking upright human figure, which is one of the seven actions used in Exp. 1. This animation was also used in

Movie S3
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